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         C                                             F             C

The Marine Discovery Center was open 9 to 5

        F                            C               D7                     G

We saw their sign while tootling around out for a drive.

     C                                                     F                  C

Inside we saw their many tanks with sea life on display

              F                     C                        D7             G         C

But for me back in the corner, well, my heart went hip-hurray! 


G                   C                          F                C  
Look at the seahorse!, A tiny horse in the sea. 
G                  C                        F                 G 
Look at the seahorse, It’s as cool as can be. 
                          C                               F             D7 
And seahorse daddies are such a wonder to me. 
              F                C                        G-C 
‘Cause the daddies give birth to the babies 

Yes, the daddies give birth to the babies! 

No! Yes! No! Uh-Huh! 

They’re really fish but horse-like, with markings oh so fine

Fluttery fins behind their cheeks guide them side to side.

They can go straight up or down with a swim bladder inside, Wow!

If I could shrink I sure would ask if I could take a ride, now!


We watched the small seahorses, as fancy as could be

With eyes that move this way and that independently!

A’clinging to the coral with their prehensilated tails.

Hey, that’s a word I want to learn—-prehensilated means “curled”!


I could have watched seahorses for fifty days or weeks

Forward, backward, up or down, like dancers in the seas.

But then, my mind was really blown, that in the whole wide earth

Seahorse’s are the only ones that fathers can give birth!


It turns out that seahorse mommies put their eggs in daddy’s pouch.

They grow in there for days and weeks til they’re ready to come out.

When Daddy feels contractions, he bends and twists just so,

Three hundred seahorse babies,—- whoosh! Out to the sea they go!


